Amphetamine withdrawal does not produce a depressive-like state in rats as measured by three behavioral tests.
Administration of amphetamine (AMPH) can induce symptoms of psychosis in humans and locomotor sensitization in rats; in contrast, withdrawal from a period of AMPH intake is most often associated with symptoms of human endogenous depression. The aim of this study was to determine whether AMPH withdrawal produces a depressive-like state in rats. The present study examined the effects of withdrawal from an escalating-dose AMPH schedule (ESC; three daily injections over 6 days, 1-5 mg/kg, i.p.) and an intermittent-dose AMPH schedule (INT; one daily injection over 6 days, 1.5 mg/kg, i.p.) on animals' performance in three behavioral paradigms related to depression: the Porsolt swim test, the learned helplessness assay and operant responding for sucrose on a progressive ratio schedule. ESC and INT AMPH withdrawal had no effect on any of these tests or on stress responsiveness as measured by increased plasma levels of corticosterone (CORT) and adrenocorticotropin following the swim test, although basal CORT levels were higher in AMPH-withdrawn animals compared to controls. Finally, we confirmed the presence of locomotor sensitization for both AMPH schedules after 30 days of withdrawal. Our results suggest that the ability of AMPH withdrawal to produce symptoms of depression may not be evident in all behavioral screens for depressive symptoms in the rat.